
SNOW
CRAB
Harvested in the pure currents of icy arctic waters

Harvested from the icy water of the Northern 

Atlantic and Pacific,  Keyport’s snow crab is sweet 

and flavorful and just simply delicious.  Snow crab 

has made a name for itself as a fantastic crab at 

a great value making it one of today’s favorite 

choices for both restaurants and consumers.  

Keyport regularly stocks Alaskan Bairdi and 

Opilio as well as Norwegian & Canadian Opilio.   

We guarantee first rate product caught using the 

best methods available to minimize by-catch and 

protect the ecosystem.  Backed by decades of 

experience we manage our process according 

to size, sex and season and carefully select the 

right method and tools for the job to minimize 

our impact and ensure the purest, highest quality, 

catch for you. 
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“ I am thoroughly impressed with the quality and size of 
your King Crab, as well as the care you took to meet my 
unique order specifications. My customers have raved 
about the taste and will definitely want more.”  
— BUYER FOR GROCERY CHAIN

Keyport LLC is a premium partner to grocery stores, specialty 

food markets, private label brands, and food service 

distribution channels worldwide.

Keyport LLC specializes in building thriving markets for 

premium seafood. We bring more than five generations of 

experience and expertise in the fishing industry to our  

family-owned and operated business, headquartered in 

Seattle. 

SNOW CRAB 

VARIETIES:

Opilio & Bairdi

SIZING AVAILABLE: 

5/8, 8/up, 10/up, 12/up & 14/up 

PACK SIZE: 

3#, 5#, 20#, 30#, 40# boxes

AVAILABLE ON REQUEST: 

Single legs, split legs, cocktail claws & custom cuts

• Freshest, best-tasting seafood—always • Environmentally steadfast with no by-catch

• Relentless commitment to consistency  and customer service

• 100% traceable from catch to market  • Highest standards for safety and quality control
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Count on Keyport for the highest standards in safety, quality, 

and sustainability. 


